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From boring to blazing
Birmingham 
Royal Ballet 
revives a dud 
and strikes 
gold with a 
premiere, says 
Debra Craine 

Dance
The King 
Dances
{{(((

Ignite
{{{{(

Sadler’s Wells

B
irmingham Royal Ballet
branded its touring bill 
Fire & Fury, but in truth
nothing really links the two
ballets on offer. The first is 

a revival of David Bintley’s The King 
Dances (2015), a ridiculous — indeed 
bonkers — work, inspired by the birth 
of ballet at the court of Louis XIV.

The second is a new work, Juanjo 
Arqués’s Ignite, a far more vibrant and 
engaging piece that takes its starting 
point from a Turner painting. The 
problem is that Bintley’s curtain-raiser 
is such a downer that it’s hard for the 
evening to claw back a sense of 
excitement after the interval.

Still, Arqués does his best. In Ignite 
the Spanish choreographer creates an 
abstract work that captures the elusive 
energy and dramatic colours of 
Turner’s 1835 painting The Burning of 
the House of Lords and Commons. In 
three sections (Fire, Reflection and 
Burn) he explores the idea of 
movement within Turner’s frozen 
images — the roaring flames, the 
gently shimmering water, the slow-
moving clouds — and gives physical 
life to the painting’s vivid colours. 

The choreography for 25 dancers is
classically based (the women are on 
pointe, everyone dances up a storm), 
but its daring speed and darting 
impulse give it a contemporary sheen. 

After the initial red heat of Fire, 
Reflection features a conventional pas 
de deux in meditative shades of grey. 
The final section turns its sights on the
spectators watching the conflagration, 
a coming together of everything that 
went before. The music is by Kate 
Whitley and it’s most effective, filled 
with urgent drama and surging 
romance, flavoured with wonderful 
percussion. The costumes evoke the 
changing moods, from red and orange 
to cool grey-blues, while mirrored 
panels reflect the action below.

Actual flames — candles and 
torches — feature in The King Dances, 
Bintley’s homage to the dance-loving 
Louis XIV. There are four sections that 
begin with dusk and end with dawn 
and the birth of a great monarch. 
The choreography references baroque 
dancing and the affectations of the 
period, while also showcasing the 
virility of today’s male dancers, but the 
silly scene of night terrors sets the seal 
on a confusing morass of images. 
Throughout, the stage is oh so dark, 
the action oh so perplexing. 

Still, Tyrone Singleton was a 
fantastically ominous presence as 
La Nuit (and Cardinal Mazarin), and 
Yijing Zhang charmed as the serene 
moon goddess who tames Louis. Max 
Maslen, though, was a bland King and, 
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ultimately, none of it made any sense.
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Delia Mathews as River and Mathias Dingman as Sky in Juanjo Arqués’s fine new commission, Ignite 
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